TOYOTA HILUX LAUNCH
Event Guidelines

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Hilux 2015 Launch Event Guidebook. The success of the all-new Hilux is crucial to achieving the ambitious goals we’ve set for
Toyota here in the UAE. The event will open Toyota up to a big segment of new consumers. The lifetime value these new customers will bring
to the future sustainable growth of Toyota is immeasurable. To help kick off the launch of the Hilux 2015, achieving 100% activation of this event
will be noteworthy in itself and will provide significant momentum in the first months of the Hilux launch. To assist in the planning of the Launch
Event, we have developed the following event guidelines, which cover all areas of event activation and adherence to the Toyota Hilux standards.
Through this guide, we hope to optimize the effectiveness of the team effort, ultimately strengthening the Toyota Brand by bolstering product
consideration and nurturing owner loyalty. On the following pages, we’ve provided timelines, templates and additional resources to help streamline
the planning process and ensure the flawless execution of the event.
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BRAND
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BRAND

TOYOTA
Toyota Motor Corporation is a Japanese automotive manufacturer
headquartered in Toyota, Aichi, Japan. It is part of the Toyota Group,
one of the largest conglomerates in the world. As of November 2014,
the company is the twelfth-largest in the world by revenue. Toyota was
the largest automobile manufacturer in 2012 and reported the production
of its 200-millionth vehicle. TMC is the world’s first automobile
manufacturer to produce more than 10 million vehicles per year. Toyota’s
management philosophy has evolved from the company’s origins and
has been reflected in the terms “Lean Manufacturing” and Just In Time
Production, which it was instrumental in developing. Toyota’s managerial
values and business methods are known collectively as the Toyota Way.
Toyota has factories in most parts of the world, manufacturing or
assembling vehicles for local markets in Japan, Australia, India, Sri Lanka,
Canada, Indonesia, Poland, South Africa, Turkey, Colombia, the United
Kingdom, the United States, France, Brazil, Portugal, and more recently,
Argentina, Czech Republic, Mexico, Malaysia, Thailand, Pakistan, Egypt,
China, Vietnam, Venezuela, the Philippines, and Russia.
It has been a leader in environmentally friendly vehicle technologies,
most notably the RAV4 EV and the Toyota Prius.
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BRAND

TOYOTA IN UAE
Al-Futtaim Motors is the largest distributor of automobiles and automotive products in the Emirates, with fully computerised showrooms plus fully
equipped service workshops and parts facilities in every emirate. An aggressive Customer Satisfaction programme, designed to enhance service
levels right across the company, from showroom to workshop, continues to foster customer relationships. Our ultimate goal is to consolidate
our position as the number one distributor in the UAE by achieving new standards in customer satisfaction. Toyota vehicles in the United Arab
Emirates are solely distributed by Al-Futtaim Motors.
Toyota cars and 4x4 vehicles have constantly evolved over the years, and have quite rightly become benchmarks in their respective market
segments, setting unrivalled standards in the automobile industry. A name that spells quality and value for money, Toyota enjoys a majority market
share in the highly competitive and consumer conscious UAE market.
Each one of its wide spectrum of vehicles is a leader in its class and the first choice of discerning consumers. With an exhaustive range of
passenger cars that is designed to satisfy every customer and meet every possible budget, Toyota continues to dominate the UAE roads. Be it the
reliable Corolla, the elegant Camry, the luxurious Avalon, the spacious Innova, the new Yaris Hatchback or the all new Yaris Sedan, each model is a
winner in its class.
It is easy to see, therefore, why every fourth passenger car in the UAE is a Toyota. For the country that offers unique off road experiences, Toyota
has an impressive line up of 4x4s. From adventurous fun with the RAV4, to the affordable refined Prado, the mighty Land Cruiser and the all new
Fortuner, Toyota continues to lead the way. And that’s not all. Toyota’s unmatched range also includes light commercial vehicles such exemplified
by the all new Hilux pickup cabs, vans including the Hiace, and passenger coaches such as the versatile Coaster. Toyota engineers work long and
hard to make all models even better year on year. It is this level of dedication that gives Toyota such a strong, competitive edge. A wide choice of
models which meet every individual requirement, superior technological features and specifications, high quality, low overall cost of ownership and
legendary resale value make the purchase of every Toyota a sound investment.
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BRAND

TOYOTA HILUX
The Toyota Hilux is a series of compact pickup trucks produced and marketed by the Japanese manufacturer Toyota.
The Hilux has gained a reputation for exceptional sturdiness and reliability during sustained heavy use or even abuse, and is often referred to as
“The Indestructible Truck”. This was further reinforced on the BBC motoring show Top Gear.
Outside of TV programs, these vehicles have been known to exceed 482,803 km (300,000 mi) with regular maintenance. It is also notorious for
being used as an improvised fighting vehicle – a “technical” – by militias and irregular military forces, especially in Third World conflicts. The 1980s
Toyota War between Libya and Chad was so named because of the heavy use of Hilux trucks as light cavalry vehicles.
A world record was achieved by the support crew for the participants in the 2008/2009 Amundsen Omega 3 South Pole Race. The crew travelled
in specially adapted Toyota Hilux’s modified by Arctic Trucks, completing a trip of over 5,000 km (3,100 mi) from Novo, a Russian Scientific Station
in Antarctica to the Geographic South Pole and back again, making them the first 4×4s to reach the South Pole. The return journey of 2,500 km
(1,600 mi) from the South Pole to Novo Station was completed in a record 8 days and 17 hours.
A team of professional drivers use Toyota Hiluxes for a precision driving show throughout Australia. The Toyota Hilux Heroes began in 2007 and
have been entertaining millions of spectators at various agricultural shows and motor sport events. The Hilux’s are 2007 petrol V6, 4×2 models
and have custom shock absorbers, a custom exhaust, sports seat, racing harnesses, a roll cage and 16 inch alloy wheels fitted. Performance
highlights include high speed drifting, close formation driving, cross overs(where the cars race towards one another at speed), a 12-metre ramp
jump and balancing a Hilux on two wheels all choreographed into a 15-minute show.
A fourth generation Hilux is also the vehicle mode for the Transformers Autobots Trailbreaker and Hoist.
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BRAND

TOYOTA HILUX 2015
Performance: Hilux’s engine generates high performance and provides excellent fuel efficiency. VVT-i gives you the advantage of increased torque
and output, giving you increased control, as well as better fuel economy and reduced emissions. Toyota has developed a high rigidity frame and
part time 4WD system to deliver the robust strength and reassuring power you need to handle varying terrain and conditions with ease.
Comfort: The Toyota Hilux has plenty of cabin space, seating up to six adults in the double cab, up to four adults in the Xtra Cab models and up to
three adults in the single cab. With slim profile, ergonomic seating, you also get more legroom and space between occupants. Interior controls operate
the adjustment of mirrors, to optimise the driver’s view. Indicators (optional) positioned on the mirrors for improved visibility. Double wishbone front
suspension and a combination of leaf spring and twin tube shock absorbers on the rear, deliver outstanding steering stability while carrying a load.
Steering that feels like you are in command of a car comes courtesy of a sophisticated engine-sensing rack and pinion power steering configuration.
A car designed for many purposes naturally integrates lots of clever storage options; in the dash, in the front door pockets, in the rear door pockets
(double cab), the back-quarter panels (Xtra cab), under the rear seats (Xtra and double cabs) and in the centre console, where fitted.
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BRAND

Safety: Hilux is equipped with ventilated front disc brakes. ABS helps to ensure vehicle stability when braking on slippery roads, or if you have to
brake suddenly. The brake pedal is designed to separate on frontal impact, and the pedal stopper at the lower part of the instrument panel helps
reduce the volume of pedal retraction into the driver’s foot space. The steering column is designed to absorb impact and includes an advanced
tension-release mechanism that collapses beyond a defined resistance threshold. More specifically, the steering wheel and airbag absorb impact,
while simultaneously, the steering support collar of the lower bracket breaks and the steering column tube moves forwards and away. The energy
absorbing plate then deforms to further absorb shock energy. Toyota established the Global Outstanding Assessment passive safety assessment
programme to ensure that Toyota’s tough safety standards are met.
Advanced Features: The Toyota Hilux comes in different configurations to suit your particular requirements, providing flexibility of choice between
two body styles, and three different engine types. You can also choose between 4x2 or 4x4 drive. All models feature highly rigid and lightweight
body structures and one-piece chassis with a thick side rail and strategic reinforcements for maximum torsion rigidity, off-road stability and
ride comfort.
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BRAND

EXISTING ADVERTISEMENTS
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LAUNCH EVENT
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LAUNCH EVENT

OVERVIEW
The Hilux 2015 is a unique product offering. From the level of craftsmanship
and design to technology and performance, Toyota has made no
compromises and cut no corners when developing the new Hilux.
Big, strong and stylish, the Hilux sets the standards and leads the way for a
new generation of versatile utility vehicles. The latest advanced capabilities
and features give customers the backing to confidently achieve their goals.
The target customer for the Hilux is a driver who frequently drives off
road on rough terrain and knows that it is difficult to find a reliable 4X4
that would carry them through the steepest of slopes and dense pools of
mud. Jungle and desert four wheel drive expeditions also frequently find
themselves in need of a powerful machine to pull other four wheel drives
out of a sticky situation. The Hilux is the strongest and most indestructible
car that serves as a first choice for such consumers.
This creative platform is also the theme and the organizing principle of the
event. To celebrate the launch of the highly anticipated Hilux, our goal is
to deliver a launch event that makes no compromises and cuts no corners.
The guests will encounter the Hilux vehicle and get a chance to experience
a truly unique, uncompromised nighttime event featuring a test drive and
entertainment. The event will also defy expectations with a surprising venue,
entertainment, and artisanal food and cocktails.
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LAUNCH EVENT

BENEFIT
The objective of the launch event is to create a unique brand experience that creates a buzz about the new Hilux.
The event will benefit the brand in the following ways:
• Drive awareness and consideration for new Hilux 2015, as well as the new technologies incorporated into the model
• Drive demand at retail.
• Identify and connect with other customers
• Provide them with an adventurous and fun experience of the brand.
• Set the Hilux apart from its mass-market competitors.
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PLANNING
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PLANNING

TIMELINE
This timeline will help manage the planning of the Hilux launch event. Task lead times suggested on the right are relative to the date of the event.

TASK LEAD TIME

6 WEEKS

5 WEEKS

4 WEEKS

3 WEEKS

2 WEEKS

1 WEEK

• Create Timeline

• Compile Guest List

• Secure Event Staff

• Send Out Direct

• Send out Followup Evite

• Reminder Email Sent

• Determine Budget

• Customize

• Book DJ or Musical Talent

LAUNCH
Mail Invite
Invite Template
• Start Contact List

• Hire Photographer
• Hire Photo Booth Vendor

• Branded Giveaways
• Secure Venue

• Send Graphics to Print

in Production

• Begin Promoting Event
• Finalize Furniture

• Confirm Caterer / Menu
• Hire AV Company
for Lighting
• Develop Social

via Social Media

Rental Order
• Branded Collateral
into Production
• Secure Giveaways

Media Plan
• Develop Night Test
Drive Routes
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PLANNING

BUDGET
The first step in planning the Hilux 2015 launch event is to create a budget. Determine how much money is to be spent on the overall event and then
follow the provided budget worksheet and fill in the associated costs.

BUDGET WORKSHEET

LINE ITEM

COST

Venue
Catering
Rentals
Decor/Floral
DJ/Entertainment
Photo Booth
Lighting
Display Vehicles
Vehicle Delivery
Test Drives
Photo/Video
Printing
Assets
Staffing/Personnel
Giveaways
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CONCEPT
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CONCEPT

MOODBOARD
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CONCEPT

CONCEPT
The concept for the event is centered around the Hilux being the toughest, most powerful, indestructible car available. Metaphorically, the Hilux
is shown to be similar to lions who are the kings of the jungle because of their raw power and strength. Like the lion, the Hilux is aesthetically
appealing and the king of both jungles, concrete and real.
To make it regionally relevant, the key visual (next page) shows Dubai as a concrete jungle with elements of wildlife and nature, and the Hilux ready
to take on whatever comes its way.
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VENUE
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VENUE

VENUE SUGGESTIONS
To reflect the toughness and strength of the Hilux 2015, below are the
suggestions for the event venue:
Expo 2020 Construction Site
Jebel Ali Race Course
Dubai Dry Docks: Dubai Drydocks is a dry docks facility located adjacent
to Port Rashid in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Dubai Sports City: Dubai Sports City or DSC a multi-venue sports
complex in Dubai
Lisali: A large desert camps, Lisali which can accommodate up to 5,000
guests. The unadorned site acts as a blank canvas to create events of
staggering size and unusual ideas. Set against a majestic background
of the Al Lisali fort, and towering sand dunes, this is a perfect venue for
product introductions, car launches, award ceremonies, and gala events.
Meydan Race Course: Meydan Racecourse is a horse racing facility
located in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
The Fridge Warehouse: Ideal for product launches, training, workshops,
presentations, rehearsals, screenings, video and photo shoots, the newly
refurbished Warehouse offers a flexible and accessible space to create,
host and showcase.
With competitive rates and a wide range of on-site resources, such
as staging, lighting and sound, this 3000+ sq ft space is technically
equipped to ensure every event type runs smoothly. Available to rent
24/7 every day of the year, this spacious event venue is conveniently
located in the heart of Dubai’s arts hub in Alserkal Avenue.
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GRAPHICS
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GRAPHICS

LOGO
The Hilux Launch Event logo on the right must appear on, or endorse, all of the event communications. Always reproduce the precise positioning
and proportions of the elements in the relationship shown here. On no account should the logotype be redrawn or modified.
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GRAPHICS

COLOURS
This is the event colour palette. Applying these colours correctly and consistently across all communications is key in building a distinctive and
recognisable look and feel for the event. Always use the correct colour breakdowns for the colour space you are working with. Pantone® and
CMYK are for on-screen use; RGB and Web colours are for on-screen use.

HKS 22

PANTONE 348 C

PANTONE 368 C

PANTONE 319 C

WHITE

BLACK

C0 M100 Y80 K0

C97 M22 Y100 K9

C58 M2 Y100 K0

C65 M0 Y21 K0

C0 M0 Y0 K0

C50 M60 Y60 K100

R237 G26 B59

R0 G131 B61

R119 G188 B31

R37 G202 B211

R255 G255 B255

R0 G0 B0

#ED193A

#00833D

#77BC1F

#25CAD3

#FFFFFF

#000000
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GRAPHICS

TYPOGRAPHY
The following type should be used throughout all promotional materials in order to ensure a visual identity consistency.
• Headlines are typeset in Franchise Bold, copy texts in Gotham Book/Black.
• All headlines and copy texts are left aligned in ragged paragraphs.

FRANCHISE BOLD
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789$%&(,.;:#!?)
GOTHAM
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789$%&(,.;:#!?)
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GRAPHICS

ELEMENTS
The graphic elements displayed here are representative of tire tracks.
This element is in keeping with the jungle theme of the event as lions
are identified and spotted by their tracks. It also maintains a feeling of
adventure and edge.
It can be applied using a gradient or a tint of any of the colours specified
in the colour palette
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COLLATERAL
Print Collateral
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COLLATERAL | PRINT

AD : PORTRAIT
Shown on this page is a visual style for the vertical layout of press
advertising. Advertising often appears in cluttered and noisy
environments. A clean and consistent layout helps this press ad
to stand out and be noticed.

IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE.

MEET THE KING.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed vestibulum, purus vel
varius aliquet, tellus justo tempor orci, id mollis urna ex vitae libero. In consequat,
arcu vitae malesuada scelerisque, sapien ante hendrerit felis, at laoreet metus dui
vel magna. Praesent sed accumsan mi, eget bibendum libero. Vestibulum libero
augue, auctor vitae leo ac, imperdiet luctus dolor. Curabitur lacinia enim sit amet
sagittis semper.
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COLLATERAL | PRINT

AD : LANDSCAPE
Shown on this page is a visual style for the horizontal layout of press advertising. Maintaining a clean and consistent layout helps this press ad to
stand out and be noticed.

IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE.

MEET THE KING.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed vestibulum, purus vel varius aliquet, tellus justo tempor orci, id
mollis urna ex vitae libero. In consequat, arcu vitae malesuada scelerisque, sapien ante hendrerit felis, at laoreet metus dui
vel magna. Praesent sed accumsan mi, eget bibendum libero. Vestibulum libero augue, auctor vitae leo ac, imperdiet luctus
dolor. Curabitur lacinia enim sit amet sagittis semper.
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COLLATERAL | PRINT

INVITE
Below is the what the print invitation for the event should look like. The box will have the event graphic torn out the front (much like an animal has
clawed into it). Inside will be a brochure highlighting the latest features of the Hilux 2015.
To make it stand out, the box will produce the sound of a lion roaring every time it is opened.
Size: 210 x 210mm
Material: Art Matt pasted on Kappa Board
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COLLATERAL | PRINT

BROCHURE
This brochure cover uses the key visual of the event to create a dynamic and recognisable piece of communication. It is characterized by full bleed
images of the interior and exterior of the Hilux 2015 and consistent use of the graphic element.

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET
Aliquam convallis hendrerit mi eget tincidunt. Sed malesuada, massa sed iaculis sagittis, eros ligula
tempus tortor, non hendrerit felis purus quis turpis. Proin volutpat ultrices feugiat. Sed sit amet quam
urna. Quisque condimentum accumsan dignissim. Maecenas in maximus ipsum, sed convallis ligula.
Suspendisse potenti. Quisque consequat, orci non faucibus sollicitudin, orci diam maximus felis, at
rhoncus risus turpis volutpat nisl. Nunc scelerisque, velit non varius ornare, purus libero tincidunt enim, ut
pulvinar nisi ipsum quis ipsum. Integer vitae diam a metus dictum scelerisque nec in diam. Suspendisse
maximus lacinia erat.
Sed porttitor, justo vulputate cursus pretium, orci eros feugiat ante, sit amet sodales leo nisl at arcu.
Duis lacinia sem in urna iaculis tincidunt. Integer facilisis ac metus nec congue. Cras auctor rhoncus
augue efficitur pretium. Sed id feugiat dolor. Donec in suscipit arcu. Curabitur semper libero sit amet nisl
ullamcorper pharetra.
Nulla quis lectus nec mi iaculis dapibus ut eu quam.

Cover

Inside Spread
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COLLATERAL
Digital Collateral
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COLLATERAL | DIGITAL

E-INVITE
This is the what the digital invitation for the event should look like.
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COLLATERAL | DIGITAL

WEB BANNERS
The web banner shown here follows the event guidelines and promote the event.

IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE.

MEET THE KING.
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COLLATERAL | DIGITAL

MICROSITE
The microsite shown here will be developed to give information about the event and the Hilux 2015. The web banners and emailers can lead the
consumers to this site.

IT’S A JUNGLE OUT THERE.MEET THE KING.
NEW FEATURES
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed vestibulum, purus vel varius
aliquet, tellus justo tempor orci, id mollis urna ex vitae libero. In consequat, arcu vitae
malesuada scelerisque, sapien ante hendrerit felis, at laoreet metus dui vel magna. Praesent
sed accumsan mi, eget bibendum libero. Vestibulum libero augue, auctor vitae leo ac,
imperdiet luctus dolor. Curabitur lacinia enim sit amet sagittis semper.
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COLLATERAL
Outdoor Collateral
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COLLATERAL | OUTDOOR

SIGNAGE
The event will have signage similar to the options shown here to maintain consistency. To reflect the jungle theme, it should have artificial vines
and creepers surrounding it.
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COLLATERAL | OUTDOOR

WAY FINDING
The event will have way finding signage similar to the one shown here to maintain consistency.
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COLLATERAL | OUTDOOR

FLAG POLES
The event will have flag poles similar to the one shown here.
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COLLATERAL | OUTDOOR

HOARDING
The event will have hoardings similar to the one shown here.
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COLLATERAL
Miscellaneous Collateral
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COLLATERAL | MISCELLANEOUS

UNIFORMS
The event will have staff uniforms similar to the one shown here to maintain consistency. The staff can also accessorize with eye masks
representing different animals to enhance the jungle theme of the event.
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EXECUTION
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EXECUTION

ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC
Music is one of the most important ways that we establish the tone for the Hilux 2015 launch, and bring these events to life. The choice of music
needs to reflect the jungle, animalistic theme of the event. The music needs to demonstrate an obvious cool-factor, and create the kind of hip,
nighttime, uncompromised ambiance that no other competitor can deliver. The following are styles/genres of music that will resonate with our
concept, and can be used as reference points: authentic tribal beats, African music, drum beats. There can be background sound effects at the
event such as animal calls and lion roars/growls.
In addition, the entertainment can include fire breathers or jugglers, as that too fits in well with the concept.
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EXECUTION

PHOTO BOOTH
The venue will provide several photo ops for the guests, equipped with themed props and the option to upload the pictures to social media or
print them on the spot (with the event logo and Hilux model branding). Below is a sample.

MEET THE KING
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EXECUTION

GIVE AWAYS
The event giveaways will be Survival Kits for the concrete/the real jungle. They will each contain a flask for water, a portable phone charger,
a compass, binoculars, a flash light and a whistle. Each of these is branded according to the event guidelines. Below are samples.
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THANK YOU
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